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Filler Strip

EXPANSION BOARD CAPS
Expansion Board Caps provide clean, sharp lines for sealants.
They eliminate the difficulty of removing wooden formers.

JOINT FORMERS

ZIP JOINTS
Zip Joints are easily installed joint formers designed to provide 
positive control of transverse construction or expansion joints. 
The two-part assembly is designed to permit removal of the 
top portion after the concrete has hardened, thereby creating 
a clean, neatly defined void for application of caulk or sealant 
when specified.

 Cat. # A B C
 1018 3/8" 3/8"   5/16"
 1019 1/2" 3/8"   5/16"”
 1020 1/2" 1/2"   7/16"
 1021 3/4" 1/2"    5/8"”
 1022 1" 1/2"    7/8"

 Cat. # A B 
 1010 1" 1"
 1011 1" 1 1/2"
 1012 1" 2"
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BAR FOUNDATION CHAIRS

Bar Foundation Chairs are widely used 
to support rebar when pouring footers. 
They are simple to use, inexpensive, and 
convenient. As you see below, we have 
a 2-Bar and a 3-Bar manufactured from 
12-gauge wire. There are 100 per box.

WEEP TUBES

BoMetals Weep Tubes shall be placed to insure that they are correctly positioned in the 
masonry joint to guarantee air movement from the cavity to the outside of the wall. Typical 
placement would be for the one end of the weep tube to be flush with the outside of the 
joint and the opposite end to project into the cavity of the wall. Typical locations would be 
no greater than 24” on center. Care should be taken during mortar placement to prevent 
excessive movement of the weep tubes to insure against displacement. Always thoroughly and 
systematically inspect mortar around the weep tubes to make certain that the weep tube is 
free from obstruction.

3-BAR (BFC-3)                  

12” wide x 3” high
Bar supports at 5” spacing

2-BAR (BFC-2)                  

8” wide x 3” high
Bar supports at 6” spacing

or  8” 4”

3/8”
BoMetals Weep Tubes shall be placed to insure that they are correctly
positioned in the masonry joint to guarantee air movement from the cavity
to the outside of the wall. Typical placement would be for the one end of
the weep tube to be flush with the outside of the joint and the opposite end
to project into the cavity of the wall. Typical locations would be no greater
than 24” on center. Care should be taken during mortar placement to
prevent excessive movement of the weep tubes to insure against
displacement.  Always thoroughly and systematically inspect mortar around
the weep tubes to make certain that the weep tube is free from obstruction

PACKAGINGPHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

Properties Test Method Nominal 
Value

Tensile Yield Strength ASTM D-638 6,020

Flexural Yield Strength ASTM D-790 10,410

IZOD Impact Strength ASTM D-256 16.2

Initial Hardness Shore D ASTM D-2240 78

Catalog 
Number Length Box

Quantity 
Skid

Quantity 

2035 4” 1,000 ea 36,000 ea 

2035 4” 500 ea 36,000 ea 

2037 4” 250 ea 36,000 ea 

2085 8” 500 ea 36,000 ea 

BoMetals Block Caps are preformed metal inserts that sturdily
lock between concrete block voids to stop mortar infiltration.
We package them 200 / bx at 54 boxes per skid.   


